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Storyboard Notebook
Storyboard Notebook Film Notebook & Journal,16:9 The Storyboard 16:9 Notebook to
Assist the Creative Process has 100 pages with 4 frames per page arranged vertically
with narration lines and is especially useful during the creative process to sketch and
visualize scenes for films of any kind, commercials, animations, TV programs or visual
storytelling. This journal is a storyboarding essential and ideal for those who work with
creative projects of this kind, such as filmmakers, advertisers, graphic designers,
animators, etc. The journal has soft covers and is perfect bound so pages will not fall
out. Features: - For sketching, ideas & note taking using storyboard format . - 100
pages - Storyboard format - Easily fits in a backpack, tote bag or purse - Durable Cover
- Matte Finish. - Product Measures: 7" x 10" - Designed in the USA
A comprehensive guide to visual storytelling from Savannah College of Art and Design
(SCAD), one of the world's leaders in sequential arts instruction. Storyboarding is the
process of graphically organizing a project--a motion picture, animation, motion graphic,
or interactive media sequence--in order to translate artists' ideas from story to screen.
Whether you're a filmmaker, animator, ad director, writer, or video-game
artist--storyboarding is a skill that is absolutely critical. Storyboarding Essentials covers
everything students and working professionals need to master the art of writing and
formatting scripts, creating frames, and following visual logic to create a cohesive
narrative.
The idea behind EVERYDAY CARRY NOTEBOOKS' Matte Black Collection is as
simple as it is true: different callings, vocations, activities and undertakings demand
different notebooks. The Matte Black Collection contains ten notebook types: sketch,
lined, grid, dot grid, grey grid, dot grey grid, action, journal, un/structured, and
storyboard. Each type of notebook comes in ten form factors, from pocket sized to letter
sized: 4"x6", 4.25"x7", 5"x8", 5"x11", 6"x6", 6"x9", 7"x10", 8"x8", 8.5"x6", and 8.5"x11".
Each notebook contains 100 numbered pages; each page is a light cream-color and 60
pound weight, performing excellently with a wide-variety of inks. To keep track of
things, there is both a page number index and tags index. And, of course, an
information page to record a title for your notebook, your name, if-lost-contact info, date
and place started, and date and place finished. As the collection's name suggests, each
notebook is wrapped in a sturdy, matte black cover. AFFORDABLE: Every 100 page
EDC Notebook is priced the same, regardless of type or form factor. Price won't stop
you from finding the notebook that best fits your needs!
-------------------------------------------------- INTRODUCING THE MATTE BLACK
COLLECTION AVAILABLE ON AMAZON SKETCH NOTEBOOK. A blank/plain paged
notebook without any grids, lines or dots to get in the way. LINED NOTEBOOK. A
traditional ruled/lined paged notebook suitable for any kind of writing or notetaking.
GRID NOTEBOOK. A squared/graph/grid paged notebook featuring a 5x5 grid (five
squares per inch). DOT GRID NOTEBOOK. A notebook with pages featuring a 5x5 grid
set out by dots rather than lines. GREY GRID NOTEBOOK. Reverse the polarity! A
squared/graph/grid paged notebook featuring a 5x5 grid (five squares per inch) set out
with grey squares and creamy lines. DOT GREY GRID NOTEBOOK. Reverse the
polarity! A notebook with pages featuring a 5x5 grid (five squares per inch) set out with
grey background and creamy dots. ACTION NOTEBOOK. Get stuff done! Every lined
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page in the Action Notebook is checklistable times two. Use this unique notebook to
take notes, make action lists, to-do lists, or checklists! Use the blank boxes at the top of
each page to highlight important/special information! JOURNAL NOTEBOOK. Start
journaling! Keep a record of your life, your work, your family, your world, your business!
Anything! Use the blank boxes at the top of each page to highlight important/special
events or ideas! UN/STRUCTURED NOTEBOOK. IN THE FRONT: 75
plain/blank/unstructured pages for free-form ideas, thoughts, notes and sketches. IN
THE BACK: 25 structured pages for action/check lists, contacts, year, month or daily
schedules, long lists and short lists. STORYBOARD NOTEBOOK. Visualize your story!
At the top of each page: title, date, and page no. Above each frame: room for scene
number, shot number and frame number. Below each frame: there is room for a frame
name/caption. For Storyboard Notebooks sized 6"x6" and up, there is also room for
notes next to each frame. Look inside! -------------------------------------------------- EDC
NOTEBOOKS are designed to be at your side and at the ready 24/7. They are highly
portable, you know, depending on the form factor your busy life demands and,
naturally, the size of your pockets, purse, bag, or briefcase.
Blank Storyboard Notebook : Storyboard Sketchbook Paper Template Panel Pages for
Storytelling, Filmmakers, Advertisers, Animators, and More. Size 8.5 x 11 Inches 100
Pages 9x9 Story Board Frames Per Page - For storytelling, film & video Makers,
advertisers, animators, sketching, ideas, and more - 100 pages, 4 story board frames
per page - Letter size: 8.5 x 11 Inches - This storyboard notebook is a perfect gift for
everyone who love making film, video, animation, and more
Professional quality storyboard panel notebook for film, television, and social media
content creation. Thumbnail size panels for quick sketching of shots. Perfect for
industry film/animation studio professionals and art school students. Visualize your
project by sketching each frame on an industry standard 16:19 aspect ratio panels.
With this storyboard notebook you
Each page contains everything you need to properly structure any story. Perfect for
directors, film makers, advertisers, screenwriters, marketing professionals, animators,
writers, video game developers, creative storytellers, and much more. This is a
wonderful asset for professionals, students, and hobbyists alike. The perfect workflow is
provided on each page through the use of 6 panels in a 2 by 3 grid. Each story board
holds dedicated sections for information such as the scene, shot and frame, timing,
shot type, and description. Panels are scaled to a 16:9 ratio to create a seamless
workflow. Features: 220 Pages at 8.5"x11" Project title and page numbers on each
page 3 extra blank table of contents pages Plenty of room to describe and add notes to
each panel Efficient and organized workflow Professionally designed cover and interior
that are perfect for any environment
Keep all your ideas. This Storyboard Notebook is great for any creative artist, filmmaker
or layout artist. Product Details: - Size 8.5" x 11" - 110 Pages - 9x9 Story Board Frames
per Page The perfect creative tool for Filmmakers, Advertisers, Directors,
Screenwriters, Marketing Professionals, Animators & Motion Graphic Professionals,
Title Sequence Designers or Graphic Designers. Check our Author Page for more
cover options to meet your preference and for more unique every day journaling
templates.
Discover amazing Krisp® products at amazon.com/Krisp Designed to give maximum
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freedom from cover to cover - this blank comic book will unleash your creativity!
DIVERSE LAYOUTS - discover a great variety of the most popular blank storyboard
templates to keep you and your readers engaged. Never get bored while creating and
reading your own comic books! BLANK TURQUOISE CANVAS MATTE FINISH
COVER - add your own artwork or leave as is - only legal markings remain and were
designed to be easily hidden with a permanent marker if necessary. ADD YOUR NAME
AND CHARACTERS - customize the cover with Author's name, characters, drawings,
stickers and your favorite colors! Show Your unique style without limits! ACID-FREE
PAPER AND CHLORINE-FREE INK - Eco-friendly technology that will help to preserve
the artwork and colors for much longer. BEAUTIFUL HIGH-QUALITY CLASSIC
CREAM INTERIOR - traditional journal binding with premium look and comfortable
texture. When using heavy markers or ink to create artwork please consider placing a
separate sheet under the interior pages or use single side only to minimize bleedthrough. For best results use colorful pencils. UNIQUE DESIGN - Make this comic book
uniquely Yours from cover to cover! This edition is available only from Krisp and
guarantees authenticity! Designed in New York, NY, U.S.A. DIMENSIONS: 110 Pages
(55 Sheets) - A4 Paper Size - 8.5"x 11" in - 21.59 x 27.94 cm - designed for
convenience with adults and kids in mind - for every artistic level and experience. At
Krisp we made a number of important choices to ensure you feel good about using this
comic book - please read about our Eco-friendly practices below. A statement from the
manufacturer of our products: "Environmental consciousness is important to us. As a
manufacture on-demand company, we produce units only as they're ordered, which
reduces excess production. Our ink is chlorine-free, and our acid-free interior paper
stock is supplied by a Forest Stewardship Council-certified provider. We currently offer
a cream paper for black and white book interiors that is made from 30% post-consumer
waste recycled material. We also maintain a commitment to recycling waste materials
resulting from the printing process and from daily office operations, and we will continue
to review our practices to ensure we are doing our part to protect the environment." All
of our products are made in the country where the order is placed and delivered including U.S.A., Japan, Britain, Germany, Spain, France, Italy and more! We do not
use real leather but we do appreciate the aesthetics - you will find that the dark strip
printed on the side of most notebooks mimics leather pattern so that you may enjoy the
look without harming animals. Hard, plastic, leather and synthetic covers put
unnecessary strain on the environment. We use sturdy paperbacks with a layer of
protective surface that cause less pollution and are easily recycled. As a paper
products company that prints books for children we cannot compromise on these
distinctive features as we work to preserve the planet for future generations.
Storyboard Paper Composition Notebook, 7.5 x 9.25, 160 Pages For for School /
Teacher / Office / Student Composition Exercise Book. Just what the doctor ordered.
Cover: Durable Matte Paperback. Binding: Professional grade binding (Paper back
retail standard) Product Measures: 7.5 x 9.25 (19.05 x 23.5 cm) Interior: 160 pages of
dense white paper to reduces ink bleed-through, Storyboard Paper Notebook Designed
in the USA
Create Your Storyboard Book! Awesome Journal. It's a lovely Journal to gift someone
special. Storyboard artist will also like this blank storyboard journal. It is used for
making the story for films, short documentary or small animation. Storyboard artist will
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love it. Features of the journal: 1.Size: 8.5"x11" 2.Paper: White 3.Pages: 120 pages 4.
Cover: Glossy, Soft Cover Go grab It!
The Best Storyboard Notebook About You to make it easy and quick to write for Record
your Storyboard, Film, Cinema, Drama, Theater scene or etc. Storyboard Notebook
format ideal for Filmmakers, Animators, Advertisers, Director, Smart Director's Project
Notebook and other 3frames 16:9 per page withs Narration Lines. The Best Storyboard
Notebook is 8.5x11 Inches 120Pages interior Storyboard Notebook Title, SCENE,
SHOT, No 1.85:1 3Panels with Narration Lines It's easy to use for Filmmakers/Journal
& perfect bound.
The Storyboard 4:3(1:1.33) Academy Standard NTSC Television Notebook to Assist
the Creative Process has 120 pages with 4 frames per page arranged vertically and is
especially useful during the creative process to sketch and visualize scenes for films of
any kind, commercials, animations, TV programs or visual storytelling. This journal is a
storyboarding essential and ideal for those who work with creative projects of this kind,
such as filmmakers, advertisers, graphic designers, animators, etc. The journal has soft
covers and is perfect bound so pages will not fall out. Each page contains 4 storyboard
frames. There are several lines per frame for notes. Large Print 8.5"x11" format. 120
pages for visualize scenes for films of any kind White Opaque Paper with grey/black
lines. Soft, sturdy cover.
Storyboard Notebook 1.85: 1, 8.5x11 Us Letter, 170 Pages: For Directors, Animators &
Creative Storytellers.Independently Published
The Storyboard 1:1.85 Notebook to Assist the Creative Process has 108 pages with 4
frames per page arranged vertically and is especially useful during the creative process
to sketch and visualize scenes for films of any kind, commercials, animations, TV
programs or visual storytelling. This journal is a storyboarding essential and ideal for
those who work with creative projects of this kind, such as filmmakers, advertisers,
graphic designers, animators, etc. Storyboard Notebook Interior Details - 8.5"x11" -108
pages- 4 Frame with narration line - Matte Cover Design Thank You For Watching Get
the COPY TODAY!!
Professional quality storyboard panel notebook for film, television, and social media
content creation. Perfect for industry film/animation studio professionals and art school
students. Visualize your project by sketching each frame. With this storyboard notebook
you'll save time and budget and avoid unnecessary production set up by simply
sketching your ideas first. This notebook is lightweight and can fit any backpack or
portfolio. Great notebook for kids and adults. Features of this book include: * 2.35
widescreen aspect ratio industry standard for film and television. * Space for scene,
shot, title, and page number. * 3 storyboard panels per page * Blank lines for dialogue,
action, and camera notes * 120 pages * 8x11 inches * Softcover binding * Durable,
white paper * Sleek, glossy cover for a professional look
Keep all your ideas, sketches and concepts in one handy storyboard book. The
Storyboard Notebook 1.85:1 is beautifully crafted with 170 pages that include 4 (x)
1.85:1 panels per page with spacious note sections for each frame. The perfect creative
tool for Filmmakers, Advertisers, Directors, Screenwriters, Marketing Professionals,
Animators & Motion Graphic Professionals, Title Sequence Designers, Graphic
Designers or anyone working in the 1.85:1 format. Our covers are designed with the
working professional in mind. The perfect clean blank canvas for presenting your work
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to colleagues and clients too. Use this notebook to flesh out ideas for client
presentations or to collaborate with your team. Each page contains 3 storyboard panels
with unlabelled sections you can customise to suit your individual workflow. Features:
Beautifully printed professional looking cover. 170 pages with neat perfect bound spine
Title page for table of contents Boxes for custom page numbers Title Section on each
page Adjacent note sections for each frame 3 entry sections for labelling each frame
Great looking book for presentations 8.5" x 11" US Letter format, perfect for
photocopying or scanning For format and color variations of this product please click on
our brand name above. This book also makes the perfect gift for your favorite creative
professional or student.
This Blank Storyboard notebook with 6 storyboard frames per page is great for planning
and sketching scenes for films of any kind, animations, TV programs, commercials or
visual storytelling. This Storyboard template paper notebook is a great gift for
cinematographer, youtubers, vloggers, animators, filmmakers, directors, film and video
production companies and for kids or adults who would like to plan and create their own
movie or visual production. The Book Contains: 118 storyboard templates, 6 frames per
page and space to write notes. Matte paperback cover Size at 8.5 x 11 in / 21.59 x
27.94 cm
Keep all your ideas. This Storyboard Notebook is great for any creative artist, filmmaker
or layout artist. Product Details: - Size 8.5" x 11" - 110 Pages - 9x9 Story Board Frames
per Page with spacious note sections for each frame. The perfect creative tool for
Filmmakers, Advertisers, Directors, Screenwriters, Marketing Professionals, Animators
& Motion Graphic Professionals, Title Sequence Designers or Graphic Designers.
Check our Author Page for more cover options to meet your preference and for more
unique every day journaling templates.
Our notebook is designed to assist the creative process of artists and authors plotting their
movies or picture books. When it comes to illustrations and storytelling, a lot of careful planning
has to take place to ensure that both the director or author and the artist have a clear idea of
what to expect. Laying the groundwork is an important part of the process for film makers,
story book illustrators and comic artists. Our notebook was specially created to cater to those
needs. All of the 120 pages are filled with four 16:9 frames arranged horizontally with lines
below for texts. The result looks like a blank comic waiting to be filled in by imaginative
illustrators. You'll love our notebook even more with its other features and benefits.
VERSATILE USE - This notebook is a storyboarding essential and ideal for those who work
with creative projects of this kind, such as filmmakers, advertisers, graphic designers,
animators, etc. A MANUSCRIPT BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink
bleed-through. The lines are printed clear, thin and solid black for easy visibility. PERFECT
SIZE- With its 8.5" x 11" dimensions, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect
size- easy to carry! COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to
choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. Get those creative
ideas flowing and visualize your story!
Storyboard Notebook The Storyboard 1:1.85 Notebook to Assist the Creative Process has 100
pages with 4 frames per page arranged vertically with narration lines and is especially useful
during the creative process to sketch and visualize scenes for films of any kind, commercials,
animations, TV programs or visual storytelling. This journal is a storyboarding essential and
ideal for those who work with creative projects of this kind, such as filmmakers, advertisers,
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graphic designers, animators, etc. The journal has soft covers and is perfect bound so pages
will not fall out. DETAILS: - For sketching, ideas & note taking using storyboard format . - 100
pages - Storyboard format - Easily fits in a backpack, tote bag or purse - Durable Cover - Matte
Finish. - Product Measures: 7" x 10" - Designed in the USA
Francis Glebas, a top Disney storyboard artist, shows how to reach the ultimate goal of
animation and moviemaking by showing how to provide audiences with an emotionally
satisfying experience. Directing the Story offers a structural approach to clearly and
dramatically presenting visual stories. With Francis' help you'll discover the professional
storytelling techniques which have swept away generations of movie goers and kept them
coming back for more. You'll also learn to spot potential problems before they cost you time or
money and offers creative solutions to solve them. Best of all, it practices what it preaches,
using a graphic novel format to demonstrate the professional visual storytelling techniques you
need to know.
Storyboard Notebook is designed to help you clearly and effectively communicate your vision
in live-action, animation and television. Each page features four storyboard panels with a box
to number your scene pages, and ample room to write notes either above or next to your
drawing. The writing spaces are undefined so you can customize your workspace. If you're
storyboarding for animation, for example, you may want to put dialogue in the box above the
panel, but for live action you may choose to write camera direction there. This book was
designed to be used as a work tool and also a presentation book. It has a minimalist,
professional looking cover that is perfect for showing your ideas to clients. It is US letter sized ideal for scanning or photocopying your board when you need to share your work. Storyboard
Notebook was designed by a professional storyboard artist with over 20 years experience
working on big-budget feature films, animated movies and indie features in Hollywood, and is
everything a storyboard artist, director or student of film needs to communicate their vision.
Storyboard Notebook is also available in 16:9 and 2.39:1 aspect ratios.
Our notebook is designed to assist the creative process of artists and authors plotting their
movies or picture books. When it comes to illustrations and storytelling, a lot of careful planning
has to take place to ensure that both the director or author and the artist have a clear idea of
what to expect. Laying the groundwork is an important part of the process for film makers,
story book illustrators and comic artists. Our notebook was specially created to cater to those
needs. All of the 120 pages are filled with four 1.85:1 frames arranged horizontally with lines
below for texts. The result looks like a blank comic waiting to be filled in by imaginative
illustrators. You'll love our notebook even more with its other features and benefits.
VERSATILE USE - This notebook is a storyboarding essential and ideal for those who work
with creative projects of this kind, such as filmmakers, advertisers, graphic designers,
animators, etc. A MANUSCRIPT BUILT TO LAST- The sturdy cover is made of tough
paperback with strong, secure professional trade binding so the pages won't fall out after a few
months of use. WELL-CRAFTED INTERIOR- We used only thick, white paper to avoid ink
bleed-through. The lines are printed clear, thin and solid black for easy visibility. PERFECT
SIZE- With its 8.5" x 11" dimensions, you can squeeze it into a bag with ease. It's the perfect
size- easy to carry! COOL COVERS!- To top it all, we have an array of cover designs for you to
choose from. Get inspired by our collection of truly creative book covers. Get those creative
ideas flowing and visualize your story!
Storyboard notebook for pre-visualizing a motion picture screenplay, animation, theatre, comic
strip, storyline... for script writers, playwrights, animators, graphic novelists. Vertical format
notebook with 6 sketch / story boxes per page, and 3 lines for notes under each story box.
Notebook measures 8.5 inches wide by 11 inches tall (21.59 cm x 27.94 cm). Paperback
notebook, white glossy cover. 100 pages. Click on Author, KEEP IT SIMPLE PRESS, to view
more Story Board notebook sizes and formats.
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What is storyboarding? Storyboarding is about taking a script or a concept and
turning it into a visual story using storyboards. You need to be able to draw well
enough to allow yourself or your production team to envision and develop your
ideas, test how they will work, and highlight any potential obstacles with the
structure or layout of the story before you begin production. Therefore you need
to practice. Open a storyboard blank template and sketch your ideas. If they don't
work or if you come up with a better idea, rub them out and scetch out new ones.
The more you understand about how to make your production visually interesting
in your sketches the better your end product will be. Add notes about what's
going on in your images. Refer to the front cover to see what you might like to
record in the spaces above and below each panel, but I have left the spaces
blank inside the storyboard book because you will want to use different criteria
according to each project, or what stage you are up to in each project. There is
an index at the front of your storyboard movie maker to bookmark whatever suits
your project best. (Initial thumbnails, first draft, new chapters, new projects,
particularly good ideas etc.) By the end of the storyboarding notebook you will be
able to go through your storyboard writing examples and track your progress and
you will have a record of what works best for you. Do more of what worked best. I
hope you become an awesome storyboarder!: ) Paperback - 130 pages - 8.5" x
11"
This Storyboarding sketchbook is great for any creative artist, filmmaker,
advertisers, animators, vloggers, video editors, film students, and budding
filmmakers or layout artist. This story board book is professionally layed out with
over 120 pages with 6 frames per page 16:9. with areas for scene, shot, frame,
description, dialogue or script, sound, camera movements and timing.
Understand perspective, blocking and focus your narrative by establishing and
designing your setting to interact with films of any kind, commercials, animations,
TV programs or visual storytelling. With an increasing number of low-budget
filmmakers, a storyboarding Notebook is for many a useful resource, as well as
the perfect gift. NEW FROM PRODUCTIVE LUDDITE: The Beat Sheet Story
Explorer Notebook: Brainstorming Technology to Help You Plot Your Stories,
Novels & Screenplays
The Storyboard 1:1.85 Notebook to Assist the Creative Process has 120 pages
with 4 frames per page arranged vertically and is especially useful during the
creative process to sketch and visualize scenes for films of any kind,
commercials, animations, TV programs or visual storytelling. This journal is a
storyboarding essential and ideal for those who work with creative projects of this
kind, such as filmmakers, advertisers, graphic designers, animators, etc. The
journal has soft covers and is perfect bound so pages will not fall out. Each page
contains 4 storyboard frames. There are several lines per frame for notes.
This Storyboard Notebook is great for any creative artist, filmmaker or layout
artist. This story board book is professionally layed out with over 200 pages with
6 frames per page arranged in a 3 by 2 Grid Layout with areas for scene, shot,
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frame, description, dialogue or script, sound, camera movements and timing.
Understand perspective, blocking and focus your narrative by establishing and
designing your setting to interact with films of any kind, commercials, animations,
TV programs or visual storytelling. This journal is a storyboarding essential for
filmmakers, advertisers, graphic designers, animators, etc. Paperback, 8.25" x 6"
Landscape Format.
Industry standard storyboard notebook. 12 panel per page - 2.35:1 Anamorphic
Scope. Find more at Fusello.com.
11.11 SALE!!! $9.99 LIMITED-TIME OFFER!!! DEAL ENDS TODAYS 12 A.M.
BEST SELLERS: Storyboard Notebook: Simple 16:9 Storyboard Sketchbook for
Writers, Film, Animation Keep all your ideas, sketches and concepts in one
handy storyboard book. The Storyboard Notebook 16:9 is beautifully crafted with
150 pages and size of the book is 8.5" x 11" Inches. That include 4 (x) 16:9
panels per page with spacious note sections for each frame. The perfect
storyboard notebook for Filmmakers, Advertisers, Directors, Screenwriters,
Marketing Professionals, Animators & Motion Graphic Professionals, or anyone
working in the 16:9 format. EMAIL US "MODERNSIMPLEPRESS@GMAIL.COM"
TO GET YOUR FREEBIES Features: Size: 8.5" x 11" inch / 21.59 x 27.94 cm
(UK) Paper: High quality white paper Pages: 150 pages Cover: Soft, Premium
matte cover Quick & easy to add entries. Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils Great
size to carry everywhere in your bag MADE IN U.S.A Be sure to check the
Modern Simple Press page for more styles, designs, sizes and other options.
Scroll Top And Click Add to Cart or Tap Buy Now Get Your Copy Today!
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